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Friday, January 19, 2018 

Stocks and Bonds in Perspective 

 
There are some big things happening in the financial markets. Stocks are hitting record highs and 
bond yields are bouncing off record lows. The S&P 500 index is up almost 35% since just before the 
November 2016 election. 10-year T-bond yields are now 2.64%, almost twice as high as their all-
time record low of 1.36% in July 2016. 
 
For some valuable perspective, I offer the following charts: 
 
Chart #1 
 

 
 
In Chart #1, I have drawn some admittedly arbitrary trend lines on this long-term chart of the S&P 
500 index. The trend rate of growth they represent is a bit conservative compared to the 9.4% 
annualized long-term total return (including dividends) of stocks since 1927, according to 
Bloomberg.  
 
Stocks appear to be pushing the upper limits of growth, according to this chart. However, further 
gains cannot be ruled out. After all, last year's tax reform slashed the corporate income tax rate 
from 35% to 21%, making future earnings streams suddenly worth 21% more. 
 
 

<continued> 
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Chart #2 
 

 
 
Chart #2 adjusts the S&P 500 index for the rate of consumer price inflation. The trend lines I have 
drawn represent 3% annualized real growth, which is very much in line with the economy's long-
term trend growth rate. There is still room on the upside, considering recent tax cuts. If businesses 
respond to their new investment incentives, we could see the economy grow by substantially more 
than 3% in coming years. 
 
Chart #3 
 

 
 
Chart #3 gives you the long-term history of 10-yr Treasury yields, with the green dashed line 
marking the all-time closing low of 1.3% (July 2016). 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-SGy_EUU_zF8/WmJHyyx3q2I/AAAAAAAAXd4/RxXvFxZtV2ApQvM1KCKzUMxHGXMsTQRtACLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BSP%2B500%2B50-.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-NJ7F5SIZC2Q/WmJH-WwRFjI/AAAAAAAAXd8/ep6MSu0xQu8Vkxcw-YkIfETIzVHM2rMtACLcBGAs/s1600/10-yr%2BTreasury%2Byields%2B25-.jpg
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Chart #4 
 

 
 
Chart #4, above, zooms in on the last 28 years of Treasury yields. The trend line I have drawn 
suggests that the bond market is in the early stages of reversing its long-term declining trend. This 
would make sense if, indeed, the economy is on the cusp of a new wave of investment-led growth. 
If would also make sense if inflation is 2% or more, as it is today. 
 
Chart #5 
 

 
 
Chart #5 shows how 10-year yields have been unusually low relative to inflation in the past decade. 
Since 1960, the average spread between 10-year yields and inflation has been 2.3%, whereas today 
it is only 0.5%. If consumer price inflation averages just over 2% ahead, as the breakeven spreads on 
TIPS and Treasuries suggest, then I expect to see the 10-year yield average at least 3.5% - 4%. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4xR_AGm9Zn4/WmJIIWPbocI/AAAAAAAAXeE/To3XkIhDhiMGQ120DbyTM9SiqyW4qeigwCLcBGAs/s1600/10yr%2Byields.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-jhVXZ2EyWYA/WmJN2otGLYI/AAAAAAAAXeo/iw8f4LWE3-IjlOgRu1XOL-4NBRu0PtWzwCLcBGAs/s1600/10-yr%2Bvs%2BCPI.jpg
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Chart #6  
 

 
 
Chart #6 compares the equity market capitalization of global equities and U.S. equities, according 
to Bloomberg. A lot of wealth has been created in recent years. 
 
Chart #7 
 

 
 
Chart #7 shows that it is not just the U.S. equity market that is on fire. For the past several years, 
U.S. and non-U.S. equity markets have appreciated by roughly the same amount. Since 2004, U.S. 
equity capitalization has actually fallen significantly relative to the rest of the world. We are in the 
middle of a global equity market boom and the U.S. market does not stick out like a sore thumb.  

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-2MeifR0LWE8/WmJQr326AHI/AAAAAAAAXe0/LO_CI0QoA_IGE4pvCcQ71I1lAxWblzthACLcBGAs/s1600/Equity%2Bmkt%2Bcapitalization.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aUnY-9tN8lc/WmJId857sYI/AAAAAAAAXeU/d-lyg-DdjUsYXZU4MEIkli7Gd9nEGHaNACLcBGAs/s1600/US%2Bv%2BNonUS%2Bmkt%2Bcap.jpg
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